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ow can stock prices have diverged so drama cally from the economic trends, especially when the trends are so
visible in the world right in front of our eyes? The best explana on is that stocks are focusing on the future and
responding to powerful monetary and ﬁscal policy s mulus measures taken in recent months. The Federal Reserve
moved ﬁrst with monetary policy (which we discussed last month), and Congress followed up with a powerful dose of
ﬁscal s mulus shortly therea er, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security, or “CARES” Act.
State unemployment insurance typically provides a small footbridge to help workers get over an employment lapse
without ge ng swept downstream. The chart below, le , illustrates how the s mulus checks and the federal unemployment beneﬁts of the $2 trillion CARES Act turned a 9% overall personal income decline into a 9% increase in personal income. The CARES Act constructed a veritable Golden Gate bridge! (The bridge is so sound and the view so
spectacular, in fact, that quite a few employers have had trouble en cing their workers to leave their federal beneﬁts
behind and return to work.) The recently announced spike in May retail sales should not have surprised anyone. Note,
however, that the federal unemployment beneﬁts are set to expire at the end of next month, and Democrats and Republicans are having more trouble agreeing on the nature of what will replace those.
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BCA notes that the rebound in stocks tracked the peak in ini al unemployment claims (previous page, top right) and
the trough in current ac vity indicators (previous page, bo om right). While BCA is cau ous on the nearer term outlook, they s ll expect stocks to out-perform ﬁxed income over the next 12 months. Their longer term expecta ons for
various categories and their proposed asset alloca on for a typical balanced account are shown in the table below:

Keep in mind that these ﬁgures do not reﬂect the possible beneﬁts of rebalancing amongst the asset classes. The tried
and true process of maintaining asset class targets, trimming back the ones that outgrow their targets and adding more
to the ones that seem to need fer lizer may sound tame, but it can add to the expected return of a balanced account.
It also has the great advantage of helping to corral the emo onal and return-reducing reac ons that tempt investors to
buy high and sell low.
We generally don’t recommend drama c moves such as the one recently announced by strategists for the Grantham
Mayo O erloo (“GMO”) “Benchmark-Free Alloca on Strategy.” GMO thinks the market has priced in the best possible
scenario for economic recovery, while ignoring the many uncertain es that could depress stock prices. In mid-May, the
team made a bold decision to reduce their product’s net equity exposure from 55% to 25%. Interes ngly, however,
they did not increase their bond or cash exposure. Rather, they used the proceeds to buy the most undervalued stock
sectors while shor ng the most overvalued sectors. Given the rather meteoric recovery in the market, we tend to agree
with the thought process underlying the strategic change even if we don’t agree with the tac cal shi they took. We
are not ﬁnding a vast assortment of new posi ons that oﬀer the right combina on of quality and value we seek. For
the most part, we con nue to stay the course and s ck with the high quality stocks that have given us good long term
returns. Many of these companies are weathering the storm rela vely well and they should gain market share during
this period of stress when weaker rivals may struggle to invest in new factories, equipment or acquisi ons.
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All equity investments entail the risk of loss and the stocks men oned here may not be suitable for your por olio. The securi es men oned do not represent all the securi es bought, sold, or recommended for clients and you should not assume that investments discussed above are or will be proﬁtable. The
informa on provided should not be considered as a recommenda on to buy the securi es men oned.
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